
SOCIAL & POLITICAL
RESEARCH FOUNDATION
Dialogues For Better Democracy 

CALL FOR APPLICATIONS
PHOTOARCHIVE INTERN

About Us:
In a context where democratic discourse is increasingly polarised, we work to bring into focus 
evidence based, and objective policy research. Headquartered in New Delhi, India, we work 
through our research, outreach, and events, to deliberate and discuss the idea of an India where 
public policy is strengthened by fact and not steered by opinion. The voices we create and 
curate in the democratic space are anchored in the ideas that emerged post independence by 
the greatest minds of the time, but also reflect the needs and aspirations of a country where 
more than half the population is under the age of 25. We aim, through our work, to help steer 
discourse in a way that reflects these changing times.

Our Values:
We are young, dynamic, and digital-first. Our work uses technology and big data analytics to 
inform and influence India’s ever-evolving policy landscape. Our strategic intent is underscored 
by the need to engage with India’s youth to invigorate and address policy challenges. We create 
innovatively designed and easy to understand content that remains cause-, agenda-, and 
party-neutral.

Title: Photoarchive Intern

About the role:
SPRF is looking for an intern to help with the outreach for the Photo Archive Project with an 
interest in photography and outreach on social media. This project has been conceptualised with 
the intention of expanding the way we look at our thematic focus areas, while simultaneously 
building an accessible, diverse, and durable archive.
These photos will be used across all SPRF social media platforms, our website, and our 
branding material (for print and events). 

Desired Qualifications and Skills
• Undergraduate Students who are presently in their second year or above; students between 

an Undergraduate and Postgraduate Degree or students presently pursuing a Post Graduate 
Degree.

• Interest in photography as a medium and public policy.  
• Proficiency in using design tools like Adobe Pro and Photoshop; Social Media sites like Face-

book, Twitter and Instagram as well as Excel, Word and other tools would be preferred.
• Ability to work in a start-up environment. 
• Dynamic, flexible, reliable, pro-active, creative and results-oriented.

The position is based in New Delhi, India. 

Application Process: 
Please send a copy of your CV (max. two pages) and a statement of interest (max. one page) to 
recruitment@sprf.in.

For Additional Information: Please write to recruitment@sprf.in

Due to the volume received, only shortlisted candidates will be contacted. We will not be able to 
respond to emails or phone calls regarding the status of your application.


